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yo retains the honour of 

UNigeria's 'Book City' for 

the second year running. 

The city was agog with the hosting 

of the Second National Book 

Conference of Book Clubs and 

Reading Promoters in Nigeria 

(NBRP). The event was hosted by 

Uyo Book Club and held between 

Thursday 15th to Saturday 18th 

September 2022 with the Opening 

Ceremony at the Mandela Hall of 

Watbridge Hotels, Uyo, Akwa 

Ibom State.

The theme for this year's event is, 

“NIGERIA AND AFRICAN 

STORIES: How they Fare in the 

Global Village.” The Conference 

was chaired by Dr. Emmanuel 

Abraham, the founder of Topfaith 

Schools and University. The 

opening ceremony was graced by 

an array of quality guests 

including Barr. Boss Mustapha, 

the Secretary to the Government 

of the Federation (SGF), who sent 

a representative, Richard 

Mammah, President of NBRP, Dr 

Udeme Nana, founder of Uyo 

Book Club, Prof. Felicia Etim, 

Prof. Joe Ushie, Dr. Ekong 

Sampson among other distinguished 

personalities, sharing the common 

bond as lovers of books and reading.

Highlights of the proceedings 

included memorable poser like 'how 

to get readers to the few poorly 

funded libraries in Nigeria', which 

was the concern addressed by Prof 

Felicia Etim, the chief librarian of 

the Federal University in Otuoeke, 

Bayelsa State. Richard Mammah 

Continued on page 3
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EDITORIAL 

yo Book Club, in 

Uboosting the reading 

campaign, innovated 

with a Drop Everything And 

Read (DEAR) moment in 

January 2022. It has become a 

unique protocol in the Club's 

reading sessions. It is a special 

moment for individuals and 

households to gather and 

dedicate time just to read books 

or any writing on any subject 

matter. When people read, they 

will become enlightened and 

better informed to make 

contributions to the development 

of their society. “Things will 

change in Nigeria for the better 

while a mental and attitudinal 

revolution will occur when 

families include a time for 

reading in their daily routines,' 

according to Dr Udeme Nana, the 

founder of Uyo Book Club.

A clarion call is hereby made to 
the state government, corporate 
citizens, philanthropists and the 
Ministry of Education to partner 
and promote the setting up of 
more book clubs at all levels of 
the school system in Akwa Ibom 
State. We recommend to all 
institutions of learning in Nigeria 
to adopt the DEAR moment as a 
strategy for cultivating, deepening 

and sustaining the culture of 
reading among students. It could 
be one or two hours daily during 
official hours just to make sure 
that focused reading happens 
among our pupils and students. 

When people with great social 
capital identify with the reading 
campaign, several others will 
wake up to it. Particularly 
corporate citizens who can 
afford to invest in the future of 
our society as a seed that will 
grow to cause an irreversible 
revolution for good in our 
society. Let's become a society 
that reads.

Editor: Iniobong Umoh (08068178361)
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Adopt a DEAR moment

 “The Book Club initiative…is 
fresh air blowing across 
Nigeria. It is worth noting that 
this fresh breath of freshness 
is coming very strongly from 
Uyo, Akwa Ibom State. The 
message carried by the air is 
t h a t  b o o k s  a r e  g o o d  
resources. It is saying that 
e d u c a t i o n  i s  a  g r e a t  
adventure and venture. It is 
challenging every Nigerian to 
embrace reading as a social 
activity to re-connect with 
people, to share ideas, 
gainmentorship and self 
improvement in the process.”

- Barr. Boss Mustapha
�����Secretary�to�the�Government�of�the�Federation�(SGF)�

“Nigeria needs to make libraries part 
of their lives. Libraries and book clubs 
have the common goals to promote 
the reading culture in Nigeria. 
Together, we would have been able to 
enhance most public libraries having 
book clubs in no distant time.” 

- Prof Felicia Etim
Chief�Librarian,�Federal�University,�Otuoke,�
Bayelsa�State�

“Nigeria's crisis is chiefly and 
squarely a reading crisis. Our 
leaders failed to read and have 
led the country into crises. We, 
therefore, need to read 
ourselves out of the crises we 
have found ourselves” 

- Richard Mammah

“The more we read, the safer we are as 
humanity. The less we read, the more 
we move towards the brink, towards 
the precipice. With book clubs, we are 
pioneering a new consciousness in our 
polity, in our society.” 

- Barrister Ekong Sampson
Patron,�Uyo�Book�Club

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS FROM THE SECOND NBRP CONFERENCE 2022
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he Network of Book Clubs Ta n d  R e a d i n g  C u l t u r e  
P r o m o t e r s  i n  N i g e r i a  

(NBRP) held its second National 
Conference and Annual General 
Meeting from September 15 – 18, 
2022 at Watbridge Hotel, Uyo, 
Akwa-Ibom State. It had in 
attendance writers, politicians, 
advocates, and diverse stakeholders 
in Nigeria's literary ecosystem. This 
year's conference theme 'Nigerian 
And African Stories: How They 
Fare in the Global Village,' which 
was held virtually on Friday, 
September 16, had a panel that 
consisted of lawyer, poet and human 
rights activist, Dr. Ogaga Ifowodo, 
literary critic, Ikhide Roland 
Ikheloa, lawyer, UnyimeAbasi 
Odong, Kate Ekanem-Hannum, 
performance poet, Iquo DianaAbasi, 
and shortlisted poet for The Nigeria 
Prize for Literature, Saddiq M. 
Dzukogi. The panel session was 
moderated by Prof Joe Ushie; poet 
and the current Dean of Arts, 
University of Uyo.

While speaking on the influence of 
the global village on African stories, 
Ogaga said, “Stories matter 
generally. Writing and speaking 
presumes an audience, and the very 
art of speaking distinguishes us from 
animals. Africans have suffered so 
much in the hands of history. We 
must tell tales about who we are, and 
what distinguishes us from others. 
We should tell our stories in a way 
that would contend with others. If we 
don't tell our stories, they will be told 
for us by others. If we can't represent 
ourselves, we can be denied our 
place on earth. So, we must tell our 
stories.

 “The book is just a medium. There 
have always been stories told in oral 
fo rms ,  which  la te r  became 
represented in a written medium and 
passed on. The difference is that now 
you can say those things and other 
people can access them via the 
internet. If you want to tell an 
authentic story, the writer has to stay 
true to the news. The story doesn't 
have to be one-sided or similar. 
There are other means of reading 
stories if people don't want anything 
printed on paper.”

Ifowodo argued that writers, just like 
politicians and other change agents, 
shou ld  be  invo lved  in  the  
engineering process that society 
needs to make progress. “We would 

Literary icons speak on African stories, 
how they fare globally

By Godwin Okondo

be deceiving ourselves if we think we 
can change the world with a book or 
poem,” he said. “A writer has to be 
involved in the process of making a 
positive impact in society.”

Ikheloa urged African writers to find 
their authentic rhythm that does not 
make them literary hacks and lackeys 
to Western perceptions. “We are still 
concerned about the opinion of the 
West on our stories…The West is not 
the voice of Africa; they don't have the 
voice to speak for us. We are not 
innovative enough and we keep on 
saying the same things repeatedly. We 

need to upgrade and think beyond the 
physical book. It's like a music 
producer or artiste selling out cassettes 
when there are numerous websites for 
downloading and streaming music. 
And in the same way, a lot of writers 
now share their books on the internet, 
instead of publishing books.”

Odong is satisfied with the way things 
stand, insisting that authenticity in 
African writing is ever assured, as it has 
granted many access to the audience in 
the global village. “We can call a story 
'African' when telling readers about a 
particular thing unfamiliar to them. As 
far as literature is concerned, we are 
good, and we write authentic African 
stories. I would say that we are tearing 
down the tapestry, which is the global 
village, and we have warmed ourselves 
into the global village.”

DianaAbasi said Ikheloa's charge of 
pandering to the West is not necessary, 
as writers everywhere look for where 

the audience is and target it. For 
DianaAbasi, “Art is supposed to 
mirror life, so if we write about the 
bad things happening, that doesn't 
make us bad people. We can actually 
use our writing to change people… I 
don't blame people looking to sell 
their books in the West, because we 
are also thinking of the bills we have 
to settle and we need the support. We 
need to find ways to make Africa as 
developed as the West, so people can 
read our stories. People want to sell 
their stories to the West because most 
people there will be interested in 

reading them. Knowledge of our 
history is also important for writing 
authentic stories.”

Dzukogi is of the same mind frame as 
Ifowodo when he said writers are 
overrated in their self-evangelising 
mission of changing society. But he 
also believes the message in a book is 
capable of making a difference in the 
way society orientates itself. 
“Literature is a representation of the 
society,” Dzukogi said. “Sometimes, 
we give too much credit to writers, 
but writers can't change a country's 
situation. I think that is an unrealistic 
dream. We can only write about the 
environment of which we are a part 
of. Going back, most of our stories 
were oral, but the message is the 
important thing, not the medium. The 
book is still the best thing we have 
now and I see no reason to contest 
that fact, though there is a lot of 
reading engagement on the internet 
today.”



BOOK REVIEW

udre Geraldine Lorde 

A(1934-1992), cautioned 

t h a t  “ w o m e n  a r e  

powerful and dangerous!” Lorde 

was an African-American writer, a 

professor of English, and civil 

rights activist. She was a noted 

prose writer and a poet. In her 

potent poem of protest, The Black 

Unicorn (1978), she affirms that “I 

have a duty to speak the truth as I 

see it and to share not just my 

triumphs, not just things that felt 

good, but the pain, the intense, 

often unmitigating pain.” Lorde's 

poetry is known for the power of its 

call for social and racial justice, as 

well as its depiction of queer 

experience and sexuality. It is about 

revolution and change.

Uboho Bassey in her book, FROM 

T R A U M A TO  T R I U M P H :  

FINDING LIBERTY, rendered in 

luminous poetry and exuberant 

prose, is more like a continuation of 

the crusade for l iberation,  

particularly for women. Audre 

Lorde, a legend liberation crusader, 

seems to have lit, fanned and 

passed on the flaming-liberty-

touch to Uboho Bassey. Her story 

of trauma to triumph is largely 

about her personal life experience. 

It's a familiar story of seething and 

suppressed pains in relationships. It 

is about tortuous trials, twisted 

traumas, and liberating triumphs in 

marital circles. Painfully, not every 

victim becomes victorious by 

escaping the torture chamber of 

abusive relationships. Many battle 

with two lives. One, pretending that 

all is well, while the other part 

aches with a heart silently 

scorching in pain and agony. They 

struggle to showcase a picture-

perfect condition – smiling outside, 

but silently dying inside. They 

sheepishly shield the killer knee on 

their necks that makes breathing 

hard and agonizing. Curiously, 

many chose to suffocate in a high 

dose of toxicity. Sadly, some end 

up losing their lives and get buried 

in an avoidable open grave. 

Uboho (as she adores to be 

called), a victim of abusive 

relationship who escaped to tell 

her horrific experience, declares 

that “No mortal should force 

anyone into and to any 

standards within marriage 

when it becomes a threat to life, 

peace and existence of another 

human .”  She insists  that  

acceptance of marital abuse is not 

the measure of a woman's strength 

or virtue. Instead of being 

imprisoned by the world's 

standards and people's opinions, 

which are often unhealthy, unsafe 

and sometimes fatal, victimized 

partners of toxic relationships 

should take the liberating walk to 

freedom and live.

The author soaks her copious 

narrative in the fountain of the 

Holy Scriptures and allows her 

story to drip like a piercing sting 

as well as a soothing balm, 

buoyed by the floating message of 

hope and salvation. She is not 

exactly preachy. Her exhortations, 

surprisingly, are devoid of a push 

back effect in spite of deploying a 

flurry of scriptures. Rather, with 

some mastery of literary magic, she 

makes you walk along her pathway 

of trauma and flickering hope, set to 

manifest in some distant and 

unknown future. 

Though living in a seemingly 

materially lavish house with 

assor ted  accout rements  for  

comfortable and convenient living, 

she hardly ever enjoyed the assumed 

dividends. Her husband, a pompous 

provider, programmed the setting 

and acts. He weaponised virtually 

everything to ensure she stayed in 

constant discomfort, distress, pain 

and agony. She was made to work as 

an indentured servant. Her “labour 

was in vain,” declared the husband, 

severally. She experienced some 

weird relief to 'discover' a fitting 

label for her tormentor-in-chief: 

narcissist! This describes people 

with “personality disorders; having 

an inflated sense of their own 

importance, a deep need for 

excessive attention and admiration, 

troubled relationships, and a lack 

of empathy for others.” She admits 

that despite the toxic environment 

programmed and manipulated by 

her husband in their home, it was not 

totally gloomy. Her four children 

were her source and bundle of 

priceless joy and hope for 

redemption.

Uboho does not recommend her 

elastic template of enduring an 

abusive and life threatening 

relationship to anyone. She strongly 

advocates that instead of staying on 

as a traumatized fear-driven victim 

to work on it, one should rather walk 

out of it to preserve sanity. “Leave to 

Live”, she declares with emphasis. 
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AN EPISTLE TO 
THIS ERA'S BREED
By Hilary “Brown Bard” Inyang

rethren, you have survivedB
idiosyncrasies, threats and thorns,
Appended to those have been
pandemics, quakes and floods,
Do you blindly credit chance
when Divinity looms large?

You are progeny for selectees
for Noah's model boat.
Hasn't your luck grafted
in apocalypse multiplied!
Do you still credit chance
with stout fences that protect?

Of admirals opulently decked
 in white, trimmed with gold,
how many have smoothly sailed 
to Nineveh on calm seas? 
Be the witness where you toil,
that faith is pruned by God.

Your consciousness is a gift 
in this domains of threats.
Flames have ruthlessly scorched, 
even thickets spared by floods.
Exonerate not yourselves 
from the construction of plight.

Materialism blinds your domain 
to the beauty of natural Eden, 
not the flickers and flares.
Fakes trees have not grown
 even as products of trickery.
Brethren, redemption is a must.

Tendencies of self-destroy 
abound, 
atop sprawling ruins of past strife.
Who can any sojourner blame 
when selfishness is the norm
with fake empathy as its paint?
Brethren, lets mend our ways.

SPOTLIGHT

charged that “Nigerian crisis is 

chiefly and squarely a reading 

crisis. Our leaders failed to read 

and have led the country into 

crises.” This view tallied with Dr. 

Abraham's remark that Nigeria's 

progress is hampered majorly 

because most of the nation's 

leaders are not readers and do not 

promote reading. Gradually, the 

City of Uyo is becoming a 

scholar's delight and a destination 

Cover Story continued

 was enthralled by these Iwonderful kids  and they 

took me back  memory 

lane to my childhood - and 

Christmas day in the ancient 

town of Calabar. 

Evening. Up White house 

street. Right, unto Calabar 

road. Roundabout ,near Urua 

Watt. Dr Henshaw effigy. 

Gather with the teeming, 

restless crowd.

A steady procession of 

masquerades. Craning necks.

Tinkoriko, whom nobody ever 

took seriously.  ¿ Tinkoriko 

Aya adia mboro...¿

Okpo Ntagha ekpad - a cartoon 

figure of fun in various 

iterations, some swollen 

pregnant, some with garish 

makeup and wigs, most with 

scuffed oversized shoes, all 

with portable music boxes they 

played on the whim and danced 

crazily to.

Abang- with their colorful 

waist beads and innocent looks, 

until you listened to their 

repertoire of ribald, double 

entendre songs. ¿ Maternity 

hospital, nte nsin ukot, wire 

akim. Ekpiri wire akim me 

ukot ... swok swok swok¿

Ukabadisua Enem Ke Obio Efik

Udo tot - a creature with a 

humongous phallic prosthesis, 

who stole behind groups of 

young girls to suddenly reveal 

himself. Cue confused but 

humorous panic !

Nnabo - fearsome warriors 

with their layered tutus of 

cream- colored raffia, armed 

with smoke- bellowing skulls, 

brandishing machetes. 

Ekpe - king of them all, 

badass, original gangster, 

before whom all bowed, with a 

long staff of office in his right 

hand and oboti leaves in his 

left hand, his red and black 

chest mane of raffia( nyaya) 

buxom on him. There he goes, 

followed by his drum wielding 

minders. 

Children screaming run away; 

women kneeling avert their 

eyes. 

By Ntiense Utuk

of first choice for lovers of 

books.
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Abasubong, the Boy 
with No Running Shoes 
By David Etukudo Udondagh

n  e n t e r t a i n i n g  y e t  

Achallenging novel, set in the 
thearly to the middle 20  

century that keeps the reader in some 

suspense until the final chapter.

COMING UNDONE
 AS STITCHES TIGHTEN

By Iquo DianaAbasi

OMING UNDONE AS 

CT H E  S T I T C H E S  

TIGHTEN brings together 

intriguing poems of personal and 

communal consequence. It covers 

diverse experiences, including love 

and longing, the environment, 

culture, music, governance, and 

death. It is a tribute to nationhood 

and humanity, evoking emotions 

that capture the true essence of art.

HEARTS LIKE YOURS 
By Catherine Assam

ords have the power to either make or destroy you. You 

Wcan't control what people say about you, but you can 

control what you wish to hear or take into heart, from 

what they say to you. It will not be easy, but with the right energy, you 

will thrive beyond your past fears. HEARTS LIKE YOURS is a 

compilation of genuine words to inspire you to be whole and fulfilled 

in your life journey. 

YAWNS 
AND 
BELCHES
 By Joe Ushie

 reading of YAWNS 

AAND BELCHES 

shows that Ushie 

has deepened his concern 

about the fate of the common 

people. Oscillating like a 

p e n d u l u m  b e t w e e n  

h o p e f u l n e s s  a n d  

hopelessness, Yawns and 

Belches addresses failure in 

leadership as manifested in a 

democracy that has elected 

to remain infantile.



PERSONALITY PROFILE

boho Bassey is a writer, Upoet, and author. She has 
published of five books to 

date. Her timely and thought 
provoking writings have touched 
the lives of many. Her story is that 
of a veiled writer long hidden in 
the darkness of a commonplace 
existence — as a wife, and a 
mother; but finally revealed as 
“The Unveiled Treasure,” which 
is the title of her second Collection 
of Poems.

She subscribes to the motto of: 
"Liberty for All," which inspires 
her to undertake the act of 
mentoring and uplifting other 
people as part of her life's mission. 

Uboho was born and raised in 
Nigeria, in the beautiful and 
serene State of Akwa Ibom. 
She considers her faith in God and 
love of family to be most 
important to her. Her journey to 
becoming; living out the true 
meaning of her name which 
translates as Liberty has led her 
through many seasons of change.

F u r n i s h e d  w i t h  a  B . S c .  
( M i c r o b i o l o g y )  f r o m  t h e  

University of Calabar, and an 
MBA (Marketing) from the 
University of Lagos; she is also a 
Certified Human Resource 
Officer. 

Her experience is broad-based in 
office administration, customer 
relations, manpower planning, 

management, staff training and 
development. She is a member of 
the Professional body, Chartered 
I n s t i t u t e  o f  P e r s o n n e l  
Management (CIPM) of Nigeria.

She is passionate, determined, and 
energetic; a driven professional 
bringing robust background in 
engineering messages to boost 
company profile, and preparing 
professionally written materials. 
Driven to craft targeted messaging 
to promote and inform the general 
public of events, promotions and 
campaigns.

Uboho writes from her belief that 
the past does not limit, but rather, 
prepares one for the future. She is 
a victor, survivor, and advocate; 
writing poems about human 
experiences. She is drawn to 
nature, relishes good food, loves 
traveling, seeks peace, and 
preaches liberty.

Her books can be found online on 
several marketing platforms; 
Amazon, Barnes and Nobles, 
Kobo, Google, Scribd, Walmart, 
24 Symbols, among others.
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UBOHO BASSEY 

Her story is that of a veiled 
writer long hidden in the 
darkness of a commonplace 
existence — as a wife, and a 
mother; but finally revealed 
a s  “ T h e  U n v e i l e d  
Treasure,” which is the title 
of her second Collection of 
Poems.

PRESS STATEMENT 

he founder of Uyo Book TClub, a well known Mass 

Communication scholar, 

Dr. Udeme Nana and the 

Chairman of the Civil Liberties 

Organisation (CLO), Akwa Ibom 

Branch and Publisher of Radar 

Newspaper, Otuekong Franklyn 

Isong, have been elected the 

Chairman and Secretary, 

respectively, of the National 

Peace Committee (NPC) in 

Akwa Ibom State.

The National Peace Committee 

is a non-governmental initiative 

conceptualized in 2014 in 

response to emerging threats of 

violence during general elections 

in the country.  It is an institution 

made up of eminent statesmen 

who undertake the efforts to 

support free, fair and credible 

Founder of Uyo Book Club, CLO Boss Head 
National Peace Committee in Akwa Ibom

elections as well as intervene in 

critical issues of national 

concern. 

The National Peace Committee  

is an independent non-profit 

peace initiative. 

Highpoint of the occasion was 

the presentation of working 

instruments of NPC to Dr. 

Udeme Nana and Otuekong 

Franklyn Isong by the Executive 

Director & Head of Secretariat, 

Fr. Atta Barkindo through the 

Policy Advisor, Barr. Saka 

Azimazi and the Project Officer, 

Mr Emmanuel Nkanta. 
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he Uyo Book Club's Tvision was fired by a 
burning desire to start a 

counter-culture to stem the 
seeming ascendancy of life in 
bars, sit-outs, joints and lounges 
in our City where people 
gathered, made merry and 
thought to drink away their 
challenges. I imagined that we 
could have Book Clubs in private 
homes, along various streets, 
residential estates, and offices in 
our towns and in other cities all 
over the State. I wanted book 
clubs to compete with or 
complement those social clubs 
which feed with food for the 
physical well-being of people. 
My dream was to build hubs 
targeted at nourishing the 
mind, not just the body; to 
refine the sensibilities of our 
people; to change the mentality 
of our people, their mindsets 
and attitudes.

Today, we have planted book 
clubs firmly in Uyo,  Ikot 
Ekpene, Eket, Abak, Ibiono 
Ibom, and Idua in Oron. Aaron 
Solomon and Mfon Ebebe have 
impacted with KidTeens, directed 

at our much youthful population. 
We have gotten the consent of the 
Comptroller of the Nigerian 
Correctional Service, Akwa 
Ibom State Command, to set up 
book clubs in their facilities.

We innovated with a Drop 
Everything And Read (DEAR) 
moment and it has become a 
unique protocol in our reading 
sessions. We publish our 
Newsletter, The Brook, and it is 
well received.  The traffic to our 
website and Facebook page 
makes me very thrilled. Our 
plans in the future to consolidate 
our state capital, Uyo, as the 
pioneer Book Clubs City in 
Nigeria include annual hosting of 
a Reading Festival, Book reading 
tours to Nursery, Primary and 
Secondary Schools and the 
building of an Uyo Books 
Village - a one-stop location for 
all stakeholders in the Book 
ecosystem. 

It was Malcolm Gladwell who 
wrote that “By tinkering with the 
presentation of information, we 
can significantly improve its 

stickiness. Simply by finding and 
reaching those few special people 
who hold so much social power, we 
can shape the course of social 
epidemics....look at the world 
around you. It may seem like an 
immovable, implacable place. It is 
not. With the slightest push - in just 
the right place - it can be tipped.”

… THAT IS THE MISSION OF 
OUR BOOK CLUB INITIATIVE! 
We want to move our society, our 
world!

I urge everyone who has ever 
benefited from reading and who 
appreciates the importance of 
reading and education TO JOIN US 
DRIVE THIS RENAISSANCE IN 
THE READING CULTURE 
AMONG OUR PEOPLE. Africa 
would benefit from such a re-
awakening, and the Nigerian 
society would benefit immensely 
when Nigerian leaders and 
followers become readers. The 
global community will become a 
better place when readers become 
predominant .  Through this  
Conference, The Uyo Book Club 
initiative and Akwa Ibom State 
have pointed the way. I beckon on 
Nigerians wherever they live to 
embrace this harmless paradigm 
shift. Let's become a society that 
reads.

Thank you and God bless.

Extracts from an Address by Dr. UDEME NANA, Founder & Progenitor of 
Book Clubs in Akwa Ibom State at the Opening of the 2nd National Conference 

thof Book Clubs in Nigeria in Uyo on Friday, 16  September 2022

By tinkering with 
the presentation of 

information, we 
can significantly 

improve its 
stickiness.
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WINNERS OF CROSSWORD PUZZLE, 
THE BROOK, APRIL-JUNE, 2022 EDITION 

NDUKE ETUK
email: etuknduke3@gmail.com

© ANIEUDO 2022

ABASIFREKE DAN
email: danabasifreke45@gmail.com

NDAYEBONG OBOT
email: obotndayeobong2002@gmail.com

email: info@uyobookclub2@gmail.com

CROSSWORD PUZZLE on ROLL CALL OF PARTICIPANTS, STAKEHOLDERS AND SUBJECTS
 September 2022nd AT THE 2 NBRP CONFERENCE in Uyo,

· SECOND NBRP CONFERENCE

· AFRICAN STORIES 

· GLOBAL VILLAGE

· UYO BOOK CITY

· BOSS MUSTAPHA 

· IFIOK ABIA

· RICHARD MAMMAH

· EMMANUEL ABRAHAM 

· FELICIA ETIM 

· VERONICA ANUNOBI

· DOMINIC OMOKARO

· MERCY UKPANAH

· UDUAK ENANG

· EXCELLENCE COLLEGE

· LEGENDS COLLEGE 

· TOPFAITH SCHOOLS 

· ABAK BOOK CLUB

· RAFFIA CITY BC

· DEAR MOMENT

· IKHIDE IKHELOA

· NDUKA OTIONO

· OGAGA IFOWODO

· IQUO DIANAABASI

· CLARA UDOFA

· UNYIMEABASI ODONG

· SADDIG DZUGOKI

· FARIDA AJAYI

· KATE EKANEM-HANNUM

· IBOM ICON

· NEST OF CHAMPIONS

· EMEMOBONG ESSIEN

· MOSES AKPABIO

· AHAZIAH UMANAH

· IMOABASI JACOB 

· NTIENSE UTUK

· ROSEBETH CLETUS

TASK:

· Trace the listed WORDS by that matches them. listing the corresponding numbers of the alphabets 

E.g. CLOUD ; UDOM .(20,21,22,23,24) (6,25,44,63)

For the purposes of this CROSSWORD PUZZLE, the usual spacing between words or letters is to be ignored.  

Send your compilation by SMS or Whatsapp to 08068178361 or email:  .   info@uyobookclub2.org

THERE ARE PRIZES TO BE WON FOR PERFECT SCORES AND EARLY SUBMISSION

TIP: Trace Horizontally, Vertically, Diagonally and in Reverse Direction.

E1 M2 M3 A4 N5 U6 E7 L8 A9 B10 R11 A12 H13 A14 M15 N16 B17 R18 P19 V20

C21 L22 O23 U24 D25 D26 Y27 A28 H29 P30 A31 T32 S33 U34 M35 S36 S37 O38 B39 E40

N41 E42 E43 D44 T45 O46 P47 F48 A49 I50 T52 H52 S53 C54 H55 O56 O57 L58 S59 R60

E61 A62 R63 N64 I65 M66 O67 A68 B69 A70 S71 I72 J73 A74 C75 O76 B77 N78 G79 O80

R81 E82 A83 F84 R85 I86 C87 A88 N89 S90 T91 O92 R93 I94 E95 S96 W97 O98 R99 N100

E101 L102 E103

 

G104

 

E105

 

N106

 

D107

 

S108

 

C109

 

O110

 

L111

 

L112

 

E113

 

G114

 

E115

 

A116

 

I117

 

U118

 

M119 I120

F121 E122 L123

 

I124

 

C125

 

I126

 

A127

 

E128

 

T129

 

I130

 

M131

 

I132

 

R133

 

O134

 

G135

 

D136

 

N137

 

N138

 

U139 C140

N141 A142

 

C143

 

Q144

 

M145

 

C146

 

L147

 

A148

 

R149

 

A150

 

O151

 

K152

 

O153

 

G154

 

A155

 

D156

 

E157

 

Y158

 

N159 A160

O161 B162

 

B163

 

U164

 

E165

 

O166

 

I167

 

K168

 

O169

 

U170

 

S171

 

H172

 

S173

 

A174

 

L175

 

I176

 

I177

 

I178

 

N179 A180

C181 A182

 

Y183

 

O184

 

R185

 

M186

 

B187

 

A188

 

I189

 

D190

 

E191

 

I192

 

E193

 

G194

 

L195

 

G196

 

S197

 

M198

 

A100 N200

P201 K202 T203

 

D204

 

C205

 

O206

 

O207

 

M208

 

B209

 

O210

 

S211

 

D212

 

B213

 

A214

 

I215

 

D216

 

S217

 

E218

 

H219 U220

R221 B222

 

I223

 

I224

 

Y225

 

K226

 

M227

 

A228

 

A229

 

F230

 

A231

 

E232

 

E233

 

I234

 

V235

 

Z236

 

E237

 

A238

 

M239 N240

B241 O242

 

C243

 

A244

 

U245

 

A246

 

I247

 

N248

 

N249

 

A250

 

K251

 

I252

 

T253

 

F254

 

L255

 

U256

 

G257

 

B258

 

E259 O260

N261 O262

 

A263

 

N264

 

K265

 

R266

 

C267

 

D268

 

G269

 

R270

 

P271

 

K272

 

H273

 

O274

 

A275

 

G276

 

N277

 

A278

 

N279 B280

D281 K282 I283

 

A284

 

P285

 

O286

 

O287

 

U288

 

A289

 

I290

 

A291

 

H292

 

C293

 

W294

 

B295

 

O296

 

O297

 

S298

 

A299 I300

N301 C302 F303

 

A304

 

A305

 

M306

 

N307

 

K308

 

A309

 

D310

 

B311

 

E312

 

L313

 

O314

 

O315

 

K316

 

B317

 

I318

 

K319 F320

O321 L322 F323

 

B324

 

N325

 

I326

 

Y327

 

A328

 

J329

 

A330

 

I331

 

L332

 

E333

 

D334

 

L335

 

I336

 

O337

 

O338

 

E339 I340

C341 U342

 

A343

 

A344

 

A345

 

O346

 

T347

 

I348

 

O349

 

N350

 

O351

 

O352

 

T353

 

O354

 

G355

 

D356

 

M357

 

D358

 

E359 O360

E361 B362

 

R363

 

S364

 

H365

 

G366

 

N367

 

A368

 

N369

 

E370

 

K371

 

A372

 

U373

 

D374

 

U375

 

T376

 

E377

 

O378

 

T379 K380

S381 N382

 

O383

 

I384

 

P385

 

M386

 

A387

 

H388

 

C389

 

F390

 

O391

 

T392

 

S393

 

E394

 

N395

 

E396

 

M397

 

N398

 

A399 A400

E401 X402 C403

 

E404

 

L405

 

L406

 

E407

 

N408

 

C409

 

E410

 

C411

 

O412

 

L413

 

L414

 

E415

 

E416

 

E417

 

G418

 

K419 B420

D421 E422 A423

 

R424

 

M425

 

O426

 

M427

 

E428

 

N429

 

T430

 

I431

 

E432

 

N433

 

S434

 

E435

 

U436

 

T437

 

U438

 

K439 I440

M441 K442 P443

 

A444

 

T445

 

A446

 

K447

 

H448

 

A449

 

N450

 

A451

 

M452

 

U453

 

H454

 

A455

 

I456

 

Z457

 

A458

 

H459 A460
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